Since the end of the twentieth century, the study of textual criticism has been aided greatly by computer-assisted tools and research. Such tools consist of flexible, interactive databases and programs that aid the researcher in obtaining and analyzing data, while computer-assisted research presents non-flexible1 results of investigations that were compiled with the aid of machine-readable data. The latter type of research will not be referred to in this study. It is probably true to say that involvement in textual criticism is virtually impossible in the twenty-first century without the aid of electronic tools. An ever-increasing number of Bible computer modules and databases are becoming available and the possibilities for using them profitably within existing or custom-made programs are expanding. This increasing availability enables several types of data retrieval, and allows scholars to access data and formulate conclusions that would not have been possible with the conventional research methods. The present study briefly describes the available data, but it should be remembered that there is ongoing development in this area and some of the statements in the following pages may be in need of updating.
I single out the following areas for special attention:
(1) Textual analysis (2) Linguistic analysis (3) The human factor in the study of orthography. One of the most promising areas for computer-assisted research of textual sources is that of orthography, which is technically part of the linguistic analysis. The results seem to be quite stable, but even within this area two scholars will not reach the same results if they use different base texts, a different morphological analysis, or define the searches differently. In the examples below, the tables mention first the results reached with the aid of the Accordance program and subsequently those of Andersen-Forbes, Spelling. The main difference between the two searches is the definition of the area searched. Andersen-Forbes, Spelling, cover a much larger sample including participles as well as nouns, adjectives, and numerals. However, the different behavior of the spelling of these groups requires a more narrowly defined search procedure that excludes nouns, adjectives, and numerals.3 Our own statistics are limited to the feminine plural participle in all conjugations, and while they point in the same direction as the results of Andersen-Forbes, Spelling, they reflect more clearly the difference between the Torah and the other books.
Spelling of the Feminine Plural Participle in All Conjugations

